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Subjects: Paragraph Activities 

Expanding Subject Variety: Informative 
 
One common problem that all writers face is the over-use of a single subject.  If you are writing about Mt. 
Olympus, it is natural to make it the subject of almost every sentence in the paragraph.  But this repetition 
can become annoying to readers especially if you always place the subject at the beginning of the sentence.  
It produces a rhythmical, immature sound in your writing and makes the reader pause rather than flow from 
one sentence to another.  To avoid this problem, writers must periodically rename their subject with 
pronouns* and other nouns.  In addition, writers should include sentences with the subject in the middle of 
the predicate or at the end of the predicate.   
 
Students will write a single informative paragraph.  Students begin by selecting three nouns (a person, a 
place, and a thing).  Next, students make a list of at least five alternate subjects that could take the place of 
that noun in a sentence.  During this phase, students may need to do a little research (encyclopedia articles) 
if they choose a noun that they do not know much about.  Three examples are given below. 
 
Thomas Edison    Mt. Olympus    Toaster 
he     it     it 
Edison     the mountain    the appliance 
the inventor     this legendary home of the gods  this small cooking device 
this owner of over 1,000 patents  the highest mountain in Greece  this electric bread-heater   
the wizard of Menlo Park   this 10,000 ft peak    the earliest electric kitchen appliance
          

After creating these lists of alternate subjects, students choose one noun about which to write an 
informative paragraph.  In addition to using the noun itself as a subject in sentences, the students must 
use three other alternate subjects in the paragraph.  In addition, the paragraph must include two sentences 
where the subject is not at the beginning of the sentence.** 
    
*Pronouns may be used at most twice before returning to a noun so that readers do not become confused about the pronoun’s 
antecedent. 
 

** Hint: To move the subject to the middle of the predicate, start the sentence with a word or group of words that answers when, 
where, how, or why about the verb. 
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